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Description
Working about "http://dev.tikiwiki.org/tiki-view_tracker_item.php?itemId=3466", I did upload a huge categories csv.

I had a category giving itself as parent, by mistake:
category,description,parent
(many, many lines)
"811.353.1 Georgian language","...","811.353.1 Georgian language"

This gave an error message.

After this, my tiki is completely broken: all pages involving categories (categories, wiki, articles, files) are simply blank. (But I saw later — see comment — that the offending line is not in the database. The problem can be something else.)

Any idea about the problem and how to repair this?
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The wrong category (parent of self) is *not* in the database. The import of the csv of categories stopped at the last good category.
I wonder what is blocking my tiki then!
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